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The emergence of a post-
digital world where 
technology is 
the fabric of reality
Companies are using technology to meet people wherever they are, 

at any moment in time. 

The digital saturation of reality has granted companies 

exceptional capabilities. They can understand their 

customers with a new depth of granularity. They have 

more channels than ever to reach those consumers. 

And with many companies already starting down the 

digital path, there are more digital ecosystems and 

more potential partners to help companies create 

holistic experiences.
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INDIVIDUALIZATION

INSTANT ON-DEMAND

MOMENTARY MARKETS

TRUST & RESPONSIBILITY



DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

EXTENDED REALITY

QUANTUM COMPUTING

S M A C

D A R Q
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TREND 4

SECURE US 
TO SECURE ME

Enterprises 
are not victims,
they’re vectors

TREND 3

HUMAN+
WORKER

Change the 
workplace or 
hinder the 
workforce

TREND 5

MYMARKETS

Meet consumers’ 
needs at the 
speed of now

TREND 2

GET TO 
KNOW ME

Unlock unique 
consumers 
and unique opportunities

TREND 1

DARQ
POWER

Understanding 
the DNA of DARQ



New technologies are catalysts for change, offering 

extraordinary new business capabilities. Distributed 

ledger technology, artificial intelligence (AI), extended 

reality (XR) and quantum computing will be the next set 

of new technologies to spark a step change, 

letting businesses reimagine entire industries.

DARQ 
POWER
Understanding the DNA of DARQ 

TREND 1
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Open new pathways into the future

Individually, these four technologies represent opportunities for businesses to differentiate 
their products and services. Collectively they will 

DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS

Distributed ledgers will 
expand networks by 
eliminating the need 
for trusted third parties

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
(AI)

AI already plays a role 
in optimizing processes and 
influencing strategic decision-
making

EXTENDED 
REALITY (XR)

This immersive technology, 
creates entirely new ways for 
people to experience and 
engage with the world

QUANTUM 

Quantum technology will 
usher in novel ways to 
approach and solve the 
hardest computational 
problems
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DARQ 
POWER
Understanding the DNA of DARQ 

TREND 1

of insurers agree that the combination of all four DARQ technologies will  

be transformational or bring extensive change to their business. 71%
Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance in Japan plans  to use AI to 

recreate vehicle collisions from GPS, dashcam and historical 

accident data to accelerate the processing of auto insurance 

claims.1

1. “Sompo Japan Taps AI to Determine Fault in Car Accidents”, Nikkei Asian Review, February 8, 2019. goo.gl/8URtXF
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DARQ 
POWER
Understanding the DNA of DARQ 

TREND 1

of insurance businesses are already experimenting with one or more DARQ 

technologies, expecting them to be key differentiators.93%
Accenture and Zurich Benelux last year debuted a blockchain-

based solution that helps the insurer’s customers manage surety 

bonds.2

2. “Accenture and Zurich Benelux Apply Blockchain Technology to Help Streamline Customer Experience and Improve Transparency”, Accenture, October 16, 2018. 



DARQ POWER DECISION POINTS
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Is your digital foundation ready 

for DARQ?

Determine how your 

organization will access the 

DARQ technologies that are 

relevant for your

business, keeping in mind their 

different levels of maturity.

How are you adding DARQ skills 

to your current workforce?

How can you use DARQ to 

shape the future of your

industry?

• Early DARQ pilots will rely on SMAC 

practices. Make it a priority to complete 

your ongoing digital transformation efforts.

• • Learn from the pitfalls your industry and 

business encountered in SMAC adoption. 

This will help you build roadmaps for the 

growth of DARQ technologies.

Decide whether you will buy or build your 

own AI tools, taking AI training and security 

requirements into account.

• Explore different XR use cases in the 

enterprise. Decide whether to begin building 

an in-house team to design XR experiences or 

establish vendor contracts.

Identify the best use cases for distributed 

ledger technology in your industry. Will you 

use it internally or to pivot quickly between 

many business partnerships?

• Establish relationships with leading

quantum cloud vendors and explore new 

quantum computing capabilities as they are 

made available.

Approach hiring, training, and employee 

retention with DARQ in mind. As recruiting 

DARQ talent becomes more competitive, 

consider training programs to reskill your 

current employees and incentivize them to 

stay.

• Start a future-looking program dedicated 

to scenario planning. Task the team with 

exploring different possible futures for 

your organization, driven by the industry-

level impact of DARQ.

• Evaluate each combination of DARQ 

technologies, taking into account what can 

be implemented today and what 

capabilities they will enable as they 

mature. Use this information as you build 

your overall DARQ strategy.



Technology-driven interactions are creating 

an expanding technology identity for every consumer. This 

living foundation of knowledge 

will be key to not only understanding the 

next generation of consumers, but also to delivering rich, 

individualized, experience-

based relationships in the post-digital age.

GET TO 
KNOW ME
Unlock unique consumers 

and unique opportunities

TREND 2
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GET TO 
KNOW ME
Unlock unique consumers 

and unique opportunities

TREND 2

of insurance executives agree digital demographics give their organizations 

a new way to identify market opportunities for unmet customer needs.84%
John Hancock offers interactive life insurance policies that incorporate clients’ fitness 

and health data through wearable devices. Its Vitality program gives policyholders 

discounts when they hit exercise targets and personalized premiums and rewards for 

their activity.3

3. “John Hancock Will Only Sell Interactive Life Insurance with Fitness Data Tracking”, Insurance Journal, September 19, 2018. goo.gl/wm9cce
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GET TO 
KNOW ME
Unlock unique consumers 

and unique opportunities

TREND 2

of insurance executives agree consumer digital demographic information is 

expanding the number of ways their organization delivers products and 

services to its customers. 82%
Bajaj Allianz General Insurance introduced a group personal accident cover product, 

driven by the Internet of Things, for children travelling by school bus. Parents can use a 

mobile app to track their schoolchildren’s GPS location via beacons in buses and in the 

children’s school identity cards.4

4. “Bajaj Allianz Rolls Out School Group Policy”, Times of India, July 24, 2018. 



GET TO KNOW ME DECISION POINTS
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How is technology an inextricable

component of your customers’

identities?

Is your company using customer

technology histories to build and evolve 

your understanding of

individual customers?

How is your business

Determining the limits of 

personalization?

• Identify the consumer technology choices that are most 

relevant to your business and develop a plan to both 

capture and build on these data points to deliver 

individualized experiences.

• Ensure that your business is equipped to understand how 

technologies are used across a variety of contexts, not just 

which technologies are used.

• With every new product you build or service you explore, 

pay attention to consumer access to technology: basic 

network connectivity, technology ecosystems they 

participate in, and how these variables affect your 

offering’s reach and impact.

• Build a plan to combine your existing customer 

knowledge (from marketing, support, and other teams) 

with data gleaned from technology identities, to determine 

the relevant ‘creepiness

quotients’ for your customers.



Workforces are becoming human+. Each individual worker 

is empowered by their skillsets and knowledge plus a new, 

constantly growing set of capabilities made possible 

through technology. Now, companies must adapt the 

technology strategies that successfully created this next-

generation workforce to support a 

new way of working in the post-digital age. 

HUMAN+
WORKER
Change the workplace 

or hinder the workforce

TREND 3
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Tweaked
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HUMAN+
WORKER
Change the workplace 

or hinder the workforce

TREND 3

of insurers say their employees are more digitally mature than their 

organization, resulting in a workforce “waiting” for the organization to 

catch up.76%
AXA XL is piloting AI and natural language processing software to help populate 

and process information on commercial business properties in an effort to free 

underwriters from a tedious, manual chore.5

5. “Insurance Company Finds Its digital edge in AI”, CIO, February 5, 2019. goo.gl/BkRqTF
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HUMAN+
WORKER
Change the workplace 

or hinder the workforce

TREND 3

of insurance executives agree that greater employee velocity has increased 

the need for reskilling in their organization. 81%
Mapfre has piloted the use of VR to reduce the cost of training 

loss adjusters in assessments of electric vehicles, since it no longer needs to have 

a physical car on site for them to interact with.6

6.“Efma–Accenture Innovation in Insurance Awards 2018, Transforming into Living Insurers”, Accenture, August 2, 2018. 



HUMAN+ WORKER DECISION POINTS
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What areas of your business have the biggest digital divide 

between the company and your human+ workforce?

With in-demand technology skills constantly changing, is your 

approach to talent-finding and acquisition ready for the post-

digital era?

• Identify practices that are still optimized for re-digital workers—for example, knowledge 

management, employee learning, or talent-finding and hiring practices. Make a list of the 

areas where the divide is creating the most pain. These may include attrition, difficulty 

meeting talent goals, and low employee engagement.

• Select one or more areas for pilot programs that explore how AI, sentiment analysis, and 

extended reality can help close these gaps. For those already completing pilot programs, 

select a key focus area in which to industrialize successful efforts.

• Review your current approach to talent forecasting. Identify areas of the business where 

talent gaps have persisted or grown. For the areas with the largest talent gaps, rethink hiring 

methods. Select one or more areas for pilot

programs that focus on employees who will grow with the company. Rather than ‘reactive’ 

and skills-based hiring, look for ways to assess candidates by their capabilities and potential.

• Identify areas of the business where AI tools can assist in finding talent. These tools can offer 

value for both internal and external talent finding; you may wish to begin by prioritizing one of 

these for initial experiments and pilots.



While ecosystem-driven business depends on 

interconnectedness, those connections increase companies’ 

exposure to risks. Leading businesses are recognizing that 

just as they already collaborate with entire ecosystems to 

deliver best-in-class products, services, and experiences, it’s 

time security joins that effort as well. 

SECURE US 
TO SECURE ME
Enterprises are not victims, they’re vectors

TREND 4
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SECURE US 
TO SECURE ME
Enterprises are not victims, they’re vectors

TREND 4

of insurers report they know their ecosystem partners are working 

diligently, as they are, to be compliant and resilient with regard to security. 26%
The Institutes RiskBlock Alliance, a blockchain consortium representing 31 risk 

management and insurance companies, is building an open, secure ecosystem that 

any and every insurance and risk management company can plug into.7

7. “The Institutes RiskBlock™ Alliance Launches Canopy, the Risk Management and Insurance Industry’s First Blockchain Platform”, PRWeb, September 2, 2018. 

https://goo.gl/4MmWSj
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SECURE US 
TO SECURE ME
Enterprises are not victims, they’re vectors

TREND 4

of insurance respondents indicated their company has already entered the 

cyber-insurance market.25%
AIG has partnered with cyber-security companies CrowdStrike and Darktrace to 

assess customers’ cyber-maturity and recommend improvements.8

8.“AIG Launches New Cyber Model That Scores Client Cyber Risk; Introduces CyberMatics in Collaboration with CrowdStrike and Darktrace”, BusinessWire, December 12, 2017. 



SECURE USE TO SECURE ME DECISION POINTS
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How has your company’s 

exposure to risk changed in 

light of the push toward 

ecosystem driven business?

Is your company considering 

the security implications of 

business-driven ecosystem 

moves?

How is your business

Reconsidering the relationship 

between DevOps and security?

How could your business 

participate in security alliances 

and other ecosystem ventures 

around cyber-security

standards and governance 

models?

• Look beyond your company’s own 

infrastructure to identify areas where 

ecosystem connections could expose you 

to new vulnerabilities. Conversely, consider 

areas where your connections to other 

companies have changed those companies’ 

exposure to risk.

• Develop a security strategy to continuously 

assess and address these vulnerabilities 

while ensuring the appropriate groups 

inside your organization are aware of these 

threats.

• As you look to form new business 

partnerships, position security as a cardinal 

component of those relationships. Ensure that 

ecosystem partners can meet your company’s 

security standards and are auditing their own 

practices. 

• If you are not already integrating security 

teams into your DevOps teams, explore ways 

to support such integrations and enable 

continuous improvements to security.

• Seek out industry partners and competitors 

to find common goals for addressing 

security challenges. Perform a security 

audit of your vendors and provide relevant 

findings to ecosystem or industry partners 

who are also using those vendors’ services. 

If applicable, open-source the security 

tools your business has developed to get 

input from a larger community and make 

these protections more broadly available 

to others.



Technology is creating a world of intensely customized and 

on-demand experiences, 

and companies must reinvent their organizations 

to find and capture those opportunities as they come. That 

means viewing each opportunity as 

if it’s an individual market—a momentary market.

MYMARKETS
Meet consumers’ needs at the speed of now

TREND 5
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Connected companies, workforces, and 
consumers give businesses a foothold for their 
next big opportunity: capturing moments

With direct digital access to customers, companies can 

understand their current and potential markets better than 

ever before. Coupled with sophisticated back-end technology 

that can reorient the business quickly, they can deliver for 

those markets faster than ever before. Put those capabilities 

together, and every moment is a chance to deliver a new 

product or service designed not just for a specific customer, 

but for their needs at a specific point in time. 
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MYMARKETS
Meet consumers’ needs at the speed of now

TREND 5

of insurance executives agree the integration of customization and 

real/near-time delivery is the next big wave of competitive advantage.90%
Naked—an AI-driven auto insurer in South Africa— allows customers to save on their 

premiums by pausing their accident cover if they will not be driving their vehicle for a 

day or more.9

9. “This South African AI-Based Insurer Allows You to ‘Pause’ Your Insurance When Not Using Your Car”, BusinessTech, April 14, 2018. goo.gl/PPrbD1
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of insurance executives believe 5G will have a significant impact on their 

industry within the next three years. 63%
Metromile crashed cars at 5 mph to recreate slow-speed events like fender benders 

and hit-and-run collisions. The team used the sensor data captured in each vehicle to 

teach its AI claims system to detect and analyze crash events.10

10. “Metromile Leverages Artificial Intelligence and Sensor Data from Low-Impact Car Crashes to Tackle Insurance Fraud”, PR Newswire, June 28, 2018. 

MYMARKETS
Meet consumers’ needs at the speed of now

TREND 5



MYMARKETS DECISION POINTS
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How is your company moving closer to 

delivering on-demand

experiences?

How is your business uncovering

discrete moments of opportunity?

How can your business prepare

today to deliver for the momentary 

markets of tomorrow?

• Identify the forecast areas your business could improve 

with the assistance of AI. This will help your business adopt 

more granular forecasting techniques that are better suited 

for on-demand and momentary markets.

Evaluate the ways you solicit feedback from individual 

consumers and determine the effectiveness of each for 

driving product development. Explore ways of bringing 

these insights to more groups within your organization.

• Consider how the data generated by sensors could help 

build digital twins. Use these models to monitor, 

analyze, and simulate customer risks and requirements.

• • Examine your current product and service 

development approaches and identify areas that may 

prevent your business from being able to quickly 

respond to moments of opportunity. Look for areas to 

incorporate agile development approaches.
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